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Pirata has delivered various models, at the same time we were able to get hold of 
freight cars from the Italians. The following models are immediately available from 
stock, only while stocks last!
We wish you much reading pleasure
Yours
AB-Modell-Team

Stand: 13.06.2023

PI-9220.N/Nm PI-9222.N/Nm

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no. Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

RhB EW I-Set green RhB EW I green, 2nd class

Pirata models based on Kato, A1235, B2355, B2362
three standard cars I in a set, green with yellow RhB logo
plastic models, scale 1:150, N-gauge 
optionally available converted to N narrow gauge

Pirata model based on Kato, 2nd class B2341
standard car I, green with yellow RhB logo
plastic model, scale 1:150, N-gauge 
optionally available converted to N narrow gauge

We publish current prices and delivery dates on our website. 

To stay up to date, we recommend that you subscribe to our 
newsletter.

PI-9201.N/Nm

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

RhB A-WR-S1223 Speisewagen

Pirata model of the dining car based on Kato EW I
plastic model, scale 1:150, N-gauge
with Kato close coupling
optionally available converted to N narrow gauge

RhB - 
logo, A1235, B2355, B2362, N-gauge,
manufact. Pirata based on Kato, M=1:150

RhB - EW I-set, green with yellow RhB-
logo, A1235, B2355, B2362, Nm-gauge,
manufacturer Pirata based on Kato, 
M=1:150, converted to N-narrow gauge

RhB - EW I, green with yellow RhB-logo, 
B2341, N-gauge, manufacturer Pirata 
based on Kato, scale 1:150

RhB - EW I, green with yellow RhB-logo, 
B2341, Nm-gauge, manufacturer Pirata 
based on Kato, scale 1:150, converted 
to N-narrow gauge

RhB - restaurant A(WR-S)1223, N-gauge, 
manufacturer Pirata based on Kato, 
scale=1:150

RhB - restaurant A(WR-S)1223, Nm-gauge, 
manufacturer Pirata based on Kato, 
scale=1:150, converted to N-narrow 
gauge

EW I set, green with yellow RhB- EUR 195,00
PI-9220.N

EUR 250,00
PI-9220.Nm

EUR   73,00
PI-9222.N

EUR   93,00
PI-9222.Nm

EUR   79,00
PI-9201.N

EUR   99,00
PI-9201.Nm

features price/item-#

All models are available from stock. Only while stocks last.

Preis/price/prix

Orders

Delivery

Pirata has delivered the models listed above. We have filled 
up our stocks.
Pre-ordered models are reserved. Stock beyond that is 
available immediately. 

Only while stocks last! 

** NEW *** NEW *** NEW *** NEW *** NEW *** NEW *** NEW *

Please note that due to Pirata's extremely long delivery 
times, we are no longer accepting orders in excess of our 
stock. Interested parties who can no longer be served will 
be kept on an internal list and will be contacted by us by 
email as soon as further vehicles are available. You will not 
receive an order confirmation!

All customers who have pre-ordered models from us will be 
informed by eMail to coordinate the shipment. 

Pirata-Models

Pirata uses Kato vehicles from their RhB programme for the models presented on this 
page, paints and partially rebuilds them. The Pirata models are therefore fully 
compatible with the Kato models and can be converted to the N-standard coupler. The 
installation of interior lighting is also possible.
We offer the Pirata models for both N and Nm gauge.
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As we already announced in our newsletter of 05.05. of the year, we were able to buy 
back some Pirata stake cars from the first series from a customer at Intermodellbau. 
These models are in stock and immediately available. Only while stocks last!

We have tested and test-driven all models. They are in excellent and absolutely mint 
condition and are therefore sold as NEW. The prices correspond to the original prices 
of 2018.

We converted the vehicles to Nm in 2018 with the help of the MDS bogies. All models 
are equipped with Kato close couplings. On request, we can include the original Pirata 
bogies with N-standard couplings as spare parts. The N-coupling can also be mounted 
in the MDS bogie. We carry out the conversion back to N gauge by means of a 
wheelset exchange.

PI-9100.N/Nm

PI-9101.N/Nm

PI-9102.N/Nm

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

RhB Sp-w 8360

RhB Sp-w 8351 / Sp-w 8354

RhB Sp-w 8280

Four-axle freight wagon with double stanchions
metal handcrafted model with finely etched stage railing  
  and brake handwheel
completed with 3D printed parts

Vehicle number Sp-w 8360
1 piece available

Four-axle freight wagon with double stanchions and end wall
metal handcrafted model with 3D-printed end walls and
  etched brake handwheel, completed with 3D printed parts
by cutting off the end walls the model PI-9100 is created

Vehicle number Sp-w 8354
2 pieces available

Vehicle number Sp-w 8351 - special number for AB-Modell
2 pieces available

Four-axle freight wagon with single stanchions
metal handcrafted model with 3D-printed stanchions and 
  etched brake handwheel, completed with 3D printed parts

Vehicle number Sp-w 8280
2 pieces available

RhB - Stake wagon Sp-w 8360, N gauge,
manufacturer Pirata, scale 1:150

RhB - Stake wagon Sp-w 8360, gauge Nm,
Pirata, conversion AB-model, scale 1:150

RhB - stake wagon Sp-w 8354, N gauge,
manufacturer Pirata, scale 1:150

RhB - Stake wagon Sp-w 8354, gauge Nm,
Pirata, conversion AB-model, scale 1:150

RhB - stake wagon Sp-w 8351, N gauge,
manufacturer Pirata, scale 1:150

RhB - Stake wagon Sp-w 8351, gauge Nm,
Pirata, conversion AB-model, scale 1:150

RhB - Stake wagon Sp-w 8280, N gauge,
manufacturer Pirata, scale 1:150

RhB - Stake wagon Sp-w 8280, gauge Nm,
Pirata, conversion AB model, scale 1:150

EUR   79,00
PI-9100.N

EUR   99,00
PI-9100.Nm

EUR   79,00
PI-9101.N

EUR   99,00
PI-9101.Nm

EUR   89,00
PI-9101.N8351

EUR 109,00
PI-9101.Nm8351

EUR   79,00
PI-9102.N

EUR   99,00
PI-9102.Nm

features price/item-#

Available from stock. Only while stocks last!
Preis/price/prix

Design

The stake cars are the Italian small-series manufacturer's 
own designs. They consist primarily of etched sheet metal, 
supplemented by 3D printed parts.
The models are very solidly stored in a sturdy box with 
precisely cut foam parts.
Colouring and lettering correspond to the current 
appearance on the RhB network. 
By cutting off the end walls on the PI-9101.N/Nm you get 
additional rolling stock numbers for PI-9100.N/Nm. 
If you have a need for decals for re-labelling, please contact 
us.

Following Kato's example, the models are also made in 
Japanese N-scale 1:150 and run on 9mm tracks.
Models re-gauged by us roll on 6.5mm tracks!

Stock Sale
Pirata Freight Cars


